Medical practices are at high risk for drug diversion due to their on-hand inventory of controlled substances. MedBank Mini & Tower reduce that risk.

**DEA Compliance**
Fingerprint ID, mandatory countback and witness features prevent mismanagement.

**Log Book Accuracy**
Electronic inventory tracking simplifies DEA reporting.

**Charge Capture Improvements**
Pair inventory and practice management software for accurate invoice reporting.

**Diversion Detection**
Monitor usage patterns with authorized access to control selected medications.

**Automate Ordering**
Electronic orders are sent to suppliers when items need to be replenished.

**Maximize Your Cabinet**
Find the right configuration with drawer types and interchangeable bin sizes to fit your needs.

**CUBIE Drawers** | High Security
- Single-item access for controlled substances and other medications
- Variety of bin sizes

**Matrix Drawers** | Medium Security
- Ability to manage larger items with a single drawer opening
- Ideal for surgical prep, fluids, sutures, and large medication bottles

For more information visit: www.HenrySchein.com/Secure

To schedule a consultation: www.HenrySchein.com/SCTHelp
Smart Subscription Program

- Flexible solution bundles
- No upfront capital investment
- Complete warranty & 24/7 support
- Onsite installation & training
- Cloud-based software included
- Integration with third-party systems
- Expansion options as you grow

Reduce Risk.
Drive Profits.

To watch a video clip:
www.HenrySchein.com/MedBankvideo